Student Dress Code

Presenting Professionalism
Welcome to the Watford UTC dress code guide.
The Watford UTC is a professional environment, a space that aims to get students inspired for their
future as they prepare for it.
We believe that individuality is important, which is why we do not impose a set uniform. But when
you look smart, you feel smart, so our expectations for student dress are high.

Student Dress Code


Students will wear business dress: a collared shirt, tie
and smart trousers for boys and jackets with appropriate
business dress for girls.



Smart shoes: no trainers, plimsolls, boots, or high heels.



Hair should be presentable and practical for working in
classroom and masterclass environments, regardless of
gender.



Make-up should not be excessive, we will exercise
discretion on the appropriateness of make-up.



Excessive jewellery is discouraged for safety and security
reasons. All jewellery must be removed for Well-being
sessions.



Headphones must not be worn during lessons or as a
fashion accessory while in and around the building.



Hats, caps or beanies of any kind should not be worn.



Coats should be removed once inside the building. No
hoodies.



Nail varnish is allowed but must be kept neat and nails
kept to a practical length.






Smart collared shirt with tie
Smart blouse or dress
Business jacket or blazer
Skirts/dresses of appropriate length






No T-Shirts or hoodies
Nothing too short or revealing
No jeans or denim
No leggings




Smart, clean shoes of
appropriate heel and colour





No trainers or plimsolls
No boots
No high heels
No logos or motifs

Well-being
On Wednesday afternoons we take a break from the classroom and spend an hour working on
ourselves, be that with physical activity in football, Boxercise or Pilates, or relaxing the mind in Yoga,
The Voice or the Green Space gardening projects.
Students will need to bring activity-appropriate clothes to wear for the Well-being sessions, including
jogging bottoms or shorts, trainers and a Watford UTC Well-being top which can be purchased from
reception. Watford UTC hoodies can also be purchased from us, but are not compulsory.
Those doing football will also need football boots and shin-pads.

Well-being Top and Hoodies available to order from reception:

Watford UTC Long
Sleeve Top

Watford UTC Cool-Tec
Hoodie

£9.40

£21.60

Colonial Way
Watford
Hertfordshire
WD24 4PT
1923 905240
www.watfordutc.org
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